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Introduction
Salt precipitation in porous media occurs in numerous systems, including in soil that represents a global issue affecting salinization of agricultural land (Nachshon et al., 2001 (Nachshon et al., , 2011 Schoups et al., 2005) and in geological formations that are being tested for CO 2 sequestration (Baumann et al., 2014) . Several mechanisms contribute to salt precipitation in porous media, the most important of which is drying and evaporation/wicking of saline water (Veran-Tissoires and , as well as mineral replacement and reactions that contribute to salt crystallization (Dashtian et al., 2017) and growth in soil and rock (Noiriel et al., 2010) . Salt precipitation damages porous media by reducing their porosity and permeability (Bacci et al., 2011) , causing mechanical failure (Schiro et al., 2011) . Thus, numerous theoretical and experimental investigations have been undertaken to understand the effect of various factors on drying of brine and salt distribution (Shokri et al., 2008; Shokri and Or, 2011; Norouzi Rad and Shokri, 2012; Norouzi Rad et al., 2013; Bergstad and Shokri, 2016) in order to develop methods for limiting the damage. In particular, Shahidzadeh-Bonn et al. (2010) investigated the effect of the kinetics of salt dissolution and crystallization on salt-induced damage to sandstones, while Flatt (2002) studied the effect of salt concentration on the extent of damage to porous media. Salt precipitation is preceded by evaporation of saline water. Thus, many experimental studies of brine evaporation (Shahraeeni and Or, 2010; Shahraeeni et al., 2012; Shokri and Or, 2011 ) and precipitation of salt (Shokri et al., 2010; Bergstad and Shokri, 2016) at the pore scale have been reported, elucidating the effect on the drying rates of several factors, such as the pore-size distribution (PSD), connectivity of the pore space -the way pore bodies and pore throats are connected to one another -and the wettability. For example, experiments with various PSDs indicate that two types of efflorescence, crusty and patchy, may form on the surface of porous media (Veran-Tissoires and that affect the evaporation rates differently. Thus, the PSD is a major component of porous medium that should be considered in modeling of drying-induced salt precipitation.
But, despite the large number of theoretical and experimental studies of salt crystallization in porous media, there is still no comprehensive model and efficient numerical simulation method that can predict salt precipitation patterns in porous media at the pore scale, usually referred to as subflorescence. Salt crystallization in a porous medium is a complex molecular-2 scale phenomenon (Dashtian et al., 2017) that is influenced by the thermodynamic state of the system -temperature, pressure, and humidity -and other factors, such as the salt type and the morphology of the medium. Even repeating a given experiment in a sample porous medium undergoing salt crystallization does not guarantee the same precipitation patterns.
Such complexities in the physics of the salt precipitation in porous media exacerbate the inherent difficulties of its modeling. The goal of our study is to propose a pore-network (PN) modeling approach that is capable of predicting the spatial distributions of brine, vapor and the precipitated salt.
To develop a physically-based PN model, one must take into account the mechanism by which the precipitated salt accumulates. Under the right conditions, Na + and Cl − ions in a solution give rise to nucleation and growth of salt crystals. Experimental studies by ShahidzadehBonn et al. (2010) demonstrated the effect of the salt type on the extent of damage to the pore space of porous media. They showed that the formation of the hydrated sodium sulfate crystals enhances the spreading power of the salt solution on the PN network of sandstone, giving rise to very rapid growth of the hydrated phase of sulfate and forming clusters. Sodium chloride, on the other hand, only forms anhydrous crystals, which explains why less efflorescence is observed compared to sodium sulfate. Shahidzadeh-Bonn et al. (2010) did not, however, consider the effect of the chemistry of the pore surface of porous media, or the co-existence of several types of salt. In our PN model, we consider only the formation of subflorescence and, thus, we work with NaCl as the salt in the study.
Some experimental and theoretical studies indicate that salt accumulates in a very narrow layer at the soil-atmosphere interface, where the initial evaporation occurs, after which precipitation within the pore space is limited. On the other hand, experimental studies of Roels et al. (2014) with core samples indicated that capillary-driven flow does not have substantial effect on salt precipitation, because of which accumulation of salt near the core surface was low.
Their computed-tomography images after drying indicated uniform salt distribution inside the core. Börnhorst et al. (2016) reported that high evaporation rates limit transport of solids on the external surface, leading to a more uniform precipitation distribution, whereas low drying rates result in strong solid accumulation on the porous medium's external surface, but that small throats reduce the solute transport and restrict solid accumulation on the surface. One must also recognize the self-enhancing of salt growth and salt transport in water films (Miri   3   113  114  115  116  117  118  119  120  121  122  123  124  125  126  127  128  129  130  131  132  133  134  135  136  137  138  139  140  141  142  143  144  145  146  147  148  149  150  151  152  153  154  155  156  157  158  159  160  161  162  163  164  165  166  167  168   et al., 2015) . Aggregated salt crystals form a microporous medium (Malmir et al., 2016a (Malmir et al., ,b, 2017 ) with a high degree of capillarity in each throat that enhances solute transport through imbibing brine over long distances. But, since such phenomena as the growth of salt crystals at the drying interface occur at the molecular scale (Dashtian et al., 2017) , it is not possible to include them in a PN model. Instead, one must resort to molecular dynamics simulation (Dashtian et al., 2017) . Kim et al. (2013) reported on two distinct salt crystallization in synthetic porous media.
One was large bulky crystals that form away from the vapor-liquid interface, while aggregated, randomly-oriented crystals that form near the drying interface constituted the second type.
In addition, experiments in circular capillary tubes have shown that salt precipitation is also affected by the boundary conditions imposed on the system. When the two ends of capillary tubes are open, salt crystals tend to migrate even outside the tube and form a patchy packing.
In closed-end capillaries, however, salt crystallization occurs inside the tubes (Miri et al., 2015) .
Therefore, the question of whether salt precipitates mainly on the external surface of a porous medium, or more uniformly in its pore space, depends on the medium's morphology, the competition between convection and capillarity, and the boundary conditions. In the PN model that we describe below, salt precipitate occurs inside the pore throats and, after precipitation, its crystals do not migrate from one throat to other throats.
At the field scale salt precipitation is also influenced by the initial spatial distributions of the porosity and permeability of a porous formation (Zeidouni et al., 2008; Celia et al., 2011) .
Several experimental studies of salt precipitation in geological formations during CO 2 injection have also been reported (Muller et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009; Bacci et al., 2011; Ott et al., 2011; Peysson et al., 2014) , indicating that salt precipitation reduces permeability and porosity in Berea sandstone. This supports the view that in such formations crystallization occurs inside the pore throats in the pore space, rather than migration to the outside surface. Given such insights, the effect of such distributions on the efflorescence formation has also been studied (Veran-Tissoires and Prat, 2012; Veran-Tissoires et al., 2012) . In particular, Sghaier et al. (2014) reported on the influence of evaporation flux from the boundary on the subflorescence formation and growth, while the effect of grain angularity was studied by Norouzi Rad and Shokri (2014) . The porous media used by Sghaier et al. (2014) the grain or pore sizes that are prevalent in natural porous media (Sahimi, 2011) . One major purpose of our study is to show the effect of pore-size correlations on drying and the precipitation patterns.
Models of evaporation and salt transport and precipitation in porous formations can be divided into two groups. In one group are the thermodynamic models of salt deposition in Earth's crust; see, for example, Toner et al. (2015) . The second groups of models contains two subgroups. Continuum models of fluid flow and transport (Huinink et al., 2002; Guglielmini et al., 2008) -those that are based on the classical averaged equations of hydrodynamics and transport -belong to the first subgroup. They are capable of modeling evaporation and salt precipitation at the field scale. They include models for the evolution of salt crystals (Le et al., 2009 ) and salt concentration in liquids (Mahadevan et al., 2006) in porous media. They only predict, however, the location of the maximum salt concentration inside porous medium. Salt precipitation and invasion of the pore space by a gas (e.g. air) are not included in such models.
Though continuum models provide valuable insights, they cannot take into account the effect of the pore-scale heterogeneity of a pore space, which is of utmost importance because, as already pointed out, drying and salt precipitation are pore-scale phenomena that are influenced strongly by pore-scale heterogeneity. Thus, one needs to develop PN models in order to study the effect of pore-scale disorder on evaporation and salt precipitation. Once the phenomena are understood at the PN scale, one can up-scale the models to much larger porous media. The PN models have been used extensively for decades to study various phenomena in porous media (for reviews see Sahimi, 2011; Blunt, 2017) . Recent applications of the PNs include coating of surface of paper (Ghassemzadeh et al., 2001; Ghassemzadeh and Sahimi, 2004) , transport and separation of gaseous mixture in nanoporous membranes (Chen et al., 2008; Rajabbeigi et al., 2009; Mourhatch et al., 2010a) , flow permporometry for measuring the PSD of a mesoporous medium (Mourhatch et al., 2010b) , and simulation of multiphase fluid flow in reservoir rock (Blunt et al., 2002 (Blunt et al., , 2013 Piri and Blunt, 2005a,b; Blunt, 2017) .
Development of the PN model of evaporation-induced salt precipitation involves simulation of the drying process. Slow drying of porous media is an invasion percolation (IP) process (for a simple introduction to the IP see Ebrahimi, 2010) , whereby the drying front invades a porous medium (Shaw, 1987) according to the least capillary pressure that a nonwetting fluid (air) requires to enter a pore throat filled by saline water (see below). Using the IP process, many PNs have been developed for simulating drying (Daian and Saliba, 1991; Prat, 1995; Laurindo and Prat, 1998; Yiotis et al., 2001 Yiotis et al., , 2006 Metzger et al., 2007; Surasani et al., 2007) . The performance of PN models of evaporation in porous media have been tested in the previous studies. In our modeling, we use the same approach to simulate the evaporation part of the process.
Thus, the goal of the present study is developing a PN model for evaporation, brine transport and salt precipitation in porous media, and presenting the results of extensive PN simulations by which we have computed the various important properties of the phenomena. To our knowledge only Bönhorst et al. (2016) presented a PN model of precipitation of solids in porous media, which is presumably applicable to salt precipitation. Their model differs, however, from what we present in this paper. In their work transport of the solids is by diffusion, rather than by the convection-diffusion process. It is known, however (Idamkm and Sahimi, 1987, 1991; Sahimi and Imdakm, 1991) , that if the particles are relatively large, diffusion is not an effective mode of transport, and the range of the particle sizes that their model is applicable for is not clear to us. At the same time, even if diffusion is an effective mechanism of the particles, it could be so only for porous media whose pore throats are very small, so that convection may be ignored, or that the flow field is very slow. Moreover, the important effect of the heterogeneity of porous media, which is due to the PSD and the correlations between the pore sizes is taken into account by our PN model, whereas this important effect was mostly ignored in the model by Bönhorst et al. (2016) . Indeed, a major aspect of salt precipitation at the pore scale is the effect of the heterogeneity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe the PN model.
The details of the models of drying and salt transport and precipitation are presented in Sec.
3, while the computational algorithm is described in Sec. 4, followed by the presentation and discussion of the results in Sec. 5. The paper is summarized in Sec. 6.
Pore-network model
We use a square network with a pore connectivity of 4. Extension of the model to 3D is straightforward but, relative to 2D networks, computationally expensive and will be reported elsewhere. Pressure and concentration gradients in pore bodies are ignored, the standard practice in many PN modelings. Thus, each pore body is characterized by a single value of 6   281  282  283  284  285  286  287  288  289  290  291  292  293  294  295  296  297  298  299  300  301  302  303  304  305  306  307  308  309  310  311  312  313  314  315  316  317  318  319  320  321  322  323  324  325  326  327  328  329  330  331  332  333  334  335  336 liquid (or vapor) concentration and pressure, the calculation of which is described below. As a result, when we refer to the PSD of the PN, we mean the size distribution of the pore throats.
The pore throats are assumed to be cylindrical. So long as the effect of thin liquid films on the internal surface of the pore throats is insignificant, the assumption of cylindrical throat is accurate, and has been used many times in the past. In the present paper in which we are interested in precipitation of salt, the thin films are indeed unimportant.
An important aspect of the morphology of porous media that has not been considered in the simulation of drying is the correlations between the size of the pore throats. The existence of such correlations in the porosity distribution of field-scale porous media was first demonstrated by Hewett (1986) , followed by similar work by Neuman (1994) for the spatial distribution of the permeability of the same type of porous media. In fact, such correlations manifest themselves over multitudes of scales (Sahimi and Mukhopadhyay, 1996; Mukhopadhyay and Sahimi, 2000; Dashtian et al., 2011 Dashtian et al., , 2015 . Using experiments and PN simulations, Knackstedt et al. (2001) demonstrated that, even at the core scale, the computed properties of multiphase flow in porous media agree quantitatively with the experiments when such correlations are taken into account. To include the effect of the correlations in the size of the throats, we used a fractional Brownian motion (FBM) that has been shown to not only represent well the distribution of the permeabilities in field-scale porous media (for a review see Sahimi, 2011) , but also the correlated distribution of the throat sizes in cores (Knackstedt et al., 1998) . The two-point correlation function C(r) of a FBM is given by, C(r) = C 1 r 2H , where C 1 = C(r = 1), and H is the Hurst exponent. The correlations are positive or persistent if H > 1/2, and negative or anti-persistent if H < 1/2. In the limit H = 1/2 the successive increments of a FBM are completely uncorrelated. An efficient method for generating a FBM array is through its power spectrum S(ω), which for 2D systems is given by
where a is a constant, while ω x and ω y are the Fourier components in the x and y directions.
To introduce anisotropy (layering) in the distribution, we follow Ansari-Rad et al. (2012) and generalize the power spectrum to
7 337  338  339  340  341  342  343  344  345  346  347  348  349  350  351  352  353  354  355  356  357  358  359  360  361  362  363  364  365  366  367  368  369  370  371  372  373  374  375  376  377  378  379  380  381  382  383  384  385  386  387  388  389  390  391  392 Here, β x and β y are the anisotropy parameters, and b is a constant. To generate anisotropy induced by layering with the layers being parallel to the x direction, we set β x /β y > 1, and similarly for the layers being parallel to the y direction. Figure 1 presents examples of the heterogeneities generated by the model.
Pore-network model and the governing equations
As the evaporation proceeds, the vapor-brine interface advances in the pore space, and salt begins to precipitate, which we assume to be mainly NaCl. Thus, one must simulate both the drying and salt transport and precipitation. The computations consist of two distinct parts.
One is simulation of the drying process by the IP algorithm. The PN's top row is assumed to be a layer whose throats are initially empty and through which a gas (such as air or CO 2 ) flows into the pore space, while the other sides are sealed. Brine flows in the pore space's throats, while the vapor diffuses to the boundary layer and induces further evaporation. In the IP model a gas invades the brine-saturated porous medium throat-by-throat according to the lowest capillary pressure needed for entering a throat at the interface between the vapor and liquid. The capillary pressure for entering a throat of radius r ij between pores i and j at the liquid-vapor interface is given by
where σ is the surface tension. Each time one or a few throats are dried out by the IP algorithm, we switch to the second part of the simulation, namely, transport of brine and precipitation of salt, described below.
At every step of the simulation we identify the state of the pores, which is determined by the filling state of the pore throats connected to them: if at least one neighboring throat does not contain brine, it is a vapor pore; otherwise, it is a liquid pore. A throat can be filled, fully or partially, with brine, or it can contain vapor that is leaving it through a path of pores and throats that are also filled by the vapor. A vapor pore can be either at equilibrium or at an unknown vapor pressure (to be determined). In reality, equilibrium vapor pressure prevails only at the menisci between brine and the vapor, as shown in Fig. 2 , but we assume that a pore is at equilibrium vapor pressure if at least one of its neighboring throats still contains brine, even if it is only partially so. Therefore, diffusion of vapor between menisci of partiallyfilled throats and the adjoining vapor pore happens without any resistance. Our preliminary 8   393  394  395  396  397  398  399  400  401  402  403  404  405  406  407  408  409  410  411  412  413  414  415  416  417  418  419  420  421  422  423  424  425  426  427  428  429  430  431  432  433  434  435  436  437  438  439  440  441  442  443  444  445  446  447  448 numerical simulation indicated that the assumption leads to slightly, only about 5 percent, overestimates of the drying rate, but simplifies the computations greatly.
Once the states of pores and throats are identified, the second stage of the simulation, namely, modeling of transport of brine throughout the PN and the resulting salt precipitation, begins. After one or a few steps of the IP that advance the drying front, we solve the governing transport equations. Assuming that the flow is slow enough, the liquid flow rate q (l) ij in a throat ij that connects pores i and j is given by the Hagen-Poiseuille equation
where the liquid viscosity ν (l) is assumed to be constant, as we simulate an isothermal process.
is the liquid pressure in pore i, and ij is the length of the throat ij. Yiotis et al. (2001) showed that both advection and viscous effects affect the drying patterns and rates.
Since there is no liquid accumulation in the pores, we must have
with ρ (l) being the brine's mass density. The sum is over the set of the throats {ij} that are connected to pore i.
The vapor is transported by diffusion and, thus, we use the equation for evaporation in the so-called Stefan tube (Bird et al., 2007) to calculate its mass flow rate in the throats.
Ignoring the pressure in the vapor-filled throats, vapor mass conservation at the pores must hold, implying that,
RT ln
where D (v) is the vapor diffusion coefficient, M (v) its molecular weight, P is the total pressure in the vapor phase, and ρ (v) is the vapor mass density. We used, ρ 
where R is the gas constant, and Eq. (3) was used. Note that the dissolved salt increases the osmotic potential ψ, which in turn decreases the saturation vapor pressure of the saline water (Battistelli et al., 1997; Jambhekar et al., 2015) . In addition, capillary pressure might also lower the vapor pressure. ψ can be easily computed via, ψ = RT ρ (l) ln(x (s) ), where x (s) is the solubility-limit mole fraction of salt in water. One can include the effect of osmotic pressure by replacing P c in Eq. (7) by (P c + ψ) (Jambhekat et al., 2015) , but the effect is believed to be small and, thus, we ignore it.
Transport of salt through a porous medium is by convection and diffusion (Shokri, 2014) .
The electroneutrality of brine implies that the concentration C of the salt at time t is governed by convection-diffusion equation (CDE):
where v ij is the mean liquid velocity in the throat ij, and D e is the effective diffusion coefficient in the solution. Numerous studies have proposed various methods for including the effect of diffusion in flow through PNs (Sahimi and Imdakm, 1988; Koplik et al., 1988; Sorbie and Clifford, 1991; Bejeljic et al., 2004) . One can simply take D e to be the molecular diffusivity D m , which means that the throats must be narrow enough that the concentration at any given axial position z within the throats is single-valued. Doing so simplifies the computations.
Alternatively, one may take D e = D L , where D L is the Taylor-Aris dispersion coefficient (Taylor, 1953; Aris, 1956 ). The choice D e = D L , which we make in this paper, entails imposing some constraints. According to Mehmani and Balhoff (2015) D L can be used in a PN simulation if the aspect ratio A = ij /r ij of the throats is 10 or larger. Note also that it has often been assumed and there is experimental evidence (Sahimi, 2011 ) that, ij ∝ 1/r ij . Given that the throats' radii are typically small, ij are typically large, which is what we also use. Thus, the condition for using the Taylor-Aris dispersion is satisfied, at least approximately. In a throat ij D L is given by One can show that the salt concentration near the liquid-vapor interface is maximum (Huinink et al., 2002; Guglielmini et al., 2008) . Thus, salt precipitates mostly at the interface throats.
In the liquid-filled pores i the net accumulation of salt at time step n is given by
where
is the mass flux in the throat ij over a time step ∆t. If a throat contains partially the vapor that can escape (i.e., it is connected to other pores and throats that are filled with vapor), then, mass balance will take the mass flow rate of the vapor in that throat into account. Writing the brine mass balance for each pore i yields a set of equations for the concentrations C i of the salt that we also solve by the conjugate-gradient method.
Computational algorithm
Given the above formulations, the computational algorithm is as follows.
(i) The pressure distribution in the vapor phase is computed.
(ii) The mass evaporation rate in each throat and that from the boundary layer are calculated.
(iii) The pressure distribution in the liquid phase and, therefore, the mean flow velocity and the local dispersion coefficient D L in each throat are computed.
(iv) The time step for advancing the vapor-liquid interface by the IP algorithm is selected, following Hekmatzadeh et al. [2016] . There are two time scales in the problem. One is associated with evaporation, while the second one is the time scale over which one solves the CDE. We use the smaller of the two. Thus, the evaporated mass from all the throats in the drying front containing liquid throats, which leaves the PN, is computed. The throat at the interface with the lowest capillary pressure is one with the largest radius. The time step for emptying that throat is given by
where V ij is the volume of the throat ij, M ij is the mass rate of evaporation, and the sum is over all the throats {ij} that are at the drying front L D .
(v) The CDE is solved in the brine part of the PN in order to compute the salt concentration in the throats. (vi) As drying continues, salt concentration in the liquid phase increases. As already pointed out, the solution of the CDE for salt transport in porous media indicates that salt concentration at the drying front is maximum (Huinink et al., 2002; Guglielmini et al., 2008) . Thus, salt concentrations in the throats next to the drying front L D are compared with a threshold concentration for its precipitation. If they exceed the threshold, which we take it to be the solubility limit of salt in water at room temperature (36 percent in mass), then, salt precipitates in such throats. Note also that preliminary simulations indicated that the salt content of practically no throat away from the interface exceeds the saturation limit. Then, the amount of precipitated salt in the throats is calculated as the difference between the current salt concentration in the throats and the saturation concentration. The precipitated salt forms a porous packing of its crystals and, therefore, it would take some time to plug a throat completely. Thus, the volume of the precipitated salt in each throat is calculated and subtracted from the throat's volume, and its radius is updated, assuming that salt precipitates uniformly. Depending on its size and the amount of precipitated salt, the throat can either become partially or completely plugged.
(vii) The IP algorithm advances further the drying front in the PN by one or a few throats, and the procedure is repeated until the evaporation rate from the boundary layer is negligible.
We note that recent work (Desarnaud et al., 2014) indicated that the precipitation threshold may be as high as 1.5 times the solubility limit. But, this would not make any difference to the PN model, as the threshold may be set at any value.
The PN is initially saturated with brine at 30% w. NaCl. All the results presented below represent averages over at least 10 realizations of the PN. As discussed in Section 2, a FBM algorithm was used to generate 2D PNs with two values of the Hurst exponents H and three values of β x /β y . Table 1 presents the numerical values of H, β x /β y , and the mean throat size (radius) for each case.
Results and discussion
Let us first inspect the effect of the PSD distribution and the correlations on the spatial distribution of the pore throats that are either filled with brine, or with the vapor, or are partially or completely plugged by the precipitated salt. Shown in Figures 3 the phase distribution in an isotropic PN (β x = β y ) with the Hurst exponent H = 0.7, implying positive correlations between the sizes of the throats. In particular, Fig. 3 (a) corresponds to the stage in which the drying rate is essentially constant (this will be discussed quantitatively shortly). Close to the open end, the throats empty (dry out) at a faster rate than those deeper in the pore space. Since the correlations in the PSD are positive, the throats with similar sizes are clustered together, and the drying patterns mimic the underlying connectivity of the throats. This is manifested by the large clusters that are clearly visible in Figure 3 . Moreover, due to the isotropy of the pore space, the drying front advances in both directions, shown in Salt precipitation does not, however, follow a universal pattern in all the three cases. But,   13   673  674  675  676  677  678  679  680  681  682  683  684  685  686  687  688  689  690  691  692  693  694  695  696  697  698  699  700  701  702  703  704  705  706  707  708  709  710  711  712  713  714  715  716  717  718  719  720  721  722  723  724  725  726  727  728 looking at the throats that are partially or completely plugged in Figs. 3 -5, it can be seen that salt tends to precipitate in neighboring throats that are parallel to the open end of the PN.
As reviewed comprehensively by Sahimi (2011) , extensive data indicate that if the correlations in porous media are of the FBM type, then the corresponding Hurst exponent H is often less than 0.5, implying negative correlations between the throats' sizes and, therefore, a much more heterogeneous pore space than when H > 0.5. Therefore, we also studied the cases in which H = 0.3, with the corresponding means of the PSD presented in Table 1 Figure 9 presents the phase distribution in a PN in which there is no correlation between the size of the throats, but with the same range of throat sizes as before. The differences between the evolution of the phase distribution in Fig. 9 with those shown in Figs. 3-8 for H = 0.7 are evident. In particular, the number of clustered brine-filled throats, as well as isolated liquid filled throats, is much higher in the case of random PN than when the morphology of the pore space is correlated.
We now make a quantitative comparison between the various cases whose phase distribution evolution has been described and discussed so far. An important property is the brine saturation S and its evolution with the time. 14   729  730  731  732  733  734  735  736  737  738  739  740  741  742  743  744  745  746  747  748  749  750  751  752  753  754  755  756  757  758  759  760  761  762  763  764  765  766  767  768  769  770  771  772  773  774  775  776  777  778  779  780  781  782  783  784 second region represents a transition zone in which 0 < S < 1, while in the third region the medium is fully saturated, S = 1. Note the stronger effect of positive correlations with H = 0.7 on the saturation profiles, indicated by the fact that for negative correlations (H = 0.3) the range of variations in the saturations over multiple realizations is narrower. The effect is most pronounced when the porous medium is isotropic, as the advancing drying interface does not have any preferred direction to move. Another notable difference is the depth at which the transition zone ends, i.e. where S = 1. For example, consider the time at which the liquid saturation is 40% (dark blue color). The depth at which the transition zone ends is 40 (in units of the throats' length) for H = 0.7 and β x /β y = 1/4, whereas it is 30 for β x /β y = 4. Similar patterns exist with negative correlations, as shown in Fig. 10 . The ranking of the depth at which the transition zone ends is β x /β y = 4 < β x /β y = 1 < β x /β y = 1/4.
Under isothermal condition the evaporation rate depends on such driving forces as the capillary and viscous forces (Shokri and Or, 2011; Lehmann et al., 2008) . The capillary pressure depends, of course, on the PSD. Scherer (1990) discussed the difference between the capillary pressures of large and small throats that result in flow of the liquid to the surface of a porous medium, keeping the evaporation close to the early stages, which is called capillary pumping.
The evaporation rate at the open side of the porous medium connected to the boundary pores is given byṁ 785  786  787  788  789  790  791  792  793  794  795  796  797  798  799  800  801  802  803  804  805  806  807  808  809  810  811  812  813  814  815  816  817  818  819  820  821  822  823  824  825  826  827  828  829  830  831  832  833  834  835  836  837  838  839  840 strongly on the morphology of the pore space, and in particular the PSD, the correlations, and the pore connectivity, and lasts much longer than the initial stage. Comparing all the cases, the intermediate stage with β x /β y = 4 and H = 0.7 has the highest evaporation rate, as shown in Fig. 12 . As we discussed earlier when we described Figure There are some studies (e.g., Or et al., 2013 ) that define the drying in two stages. Depending on the porous media and the evaporation condition, there might be other phenomena, such as sorption of water on the throats' surface (Bakhshian and Sahimi, 2017) . We have not included such secondary effects in the simulation, because our primary interest is salt precipitation and the effect of the pore space heterogeneity on the phenomenon. Depending on the morphology porous medium and the chemical composition of its pores' surface, sorption of water might have some effect on the last stage of drying. On the other hand, through comprehensive experiments, Bergstad and Shokri (2016) , who studied evaporation of brine in sand grains, reported drying curves and the images of the phase distributions that are comparable with what we are reporting in the present paper, even though they utilized porous media with various structures.
Another important characteristic of drying in porous media is the length L D and shape of its front. Figure 13 presents the time evolution of L D (t) in the six types of porous media of Figs. 3-8. It is clear that the morphology of the porous medium, and in particular its correlation structure, have a significant effect on L D (t). For example, the average drying length is larger when the strata are parallel to the y direction. Results shown in Fig. 13 indicates that at practically all times, L D (t) is larger for β x /β y = 1/4; that is, when the strata are parallel to the y direction. The physical effect of this type of morphology was already discussed. 16   841  842  843  844  845  846  847  848  849  850  851  852  853  854  855  856  857  858  859  860  861  862  863  864  865  866  867  868  869  870  871  872  873  874  875  876  877  878  879  880  881  882  883  884  885  886  887  888  889  890  891  892  893  894  895  896 One may also study the effect of the pore space morphology on salt precipitation by considering the distribution of the throats' sizes that are partially or completely plugged by salt precipitation. Figure 14 depicts such distributions in the same six types of porous media that are shown in Figs. 3-8 . Although the shapes of the distributions are more or less similar before and after the precipitation, there are also quantitative differences between the two. In Table   1 we also present the average throat sizes before and after salt precipitation. The simulations indicate that the porosity reduction due to precipitation is around 15%, which is close to what have been reported for injection of CO 2 in oil fields, ≈ 20 percent. The results shown in Fig. 14 should also be compared with those shown in Fig. 15 , which presents the PSDs before and after salt precipitations in a completely random (uncorrelated) porous medium. Miri et al. (2015) studied salt precipitation during CO 2 injection, using a fabricated 2D
PN, initially saturated with brine. Similar to our PN the connectivity of their PN was 4, but their boundary conditions were different. They injected CO 2 from one side and produced brine from the opposite side. The rate of injection was very low, with most of the water leaving the PN through evaporation. Despite the differences in the boundary conditions, Miri et al. (2015) reported uniform salt precipitation in their experiments, similar to what we report here.
Experimental results reported by Kim et al. (2013) also share similarities with our results.
They used fabricated 3D PNs to study drying and salt precipitation, and reported formation of uniform large salt crystals away from the vapor-liquid interface inside the porous medium.
Summary
This paper presented a pore-network model of isothermal evaporation of brine flowing in a porous medium and the resulting salt precipitation. Vapor diffusion in the gas phase, flow of brine, transport of salt and its precipitation in the pore space were all accounted for by the model. The dynamic evolution of the brine saturation, the evaporation rate, the length of the drying front, and the size distribution of the plugged or partially-plugged throats were computed and studied. Furthermore, we demonstrated the strong effect of the heterogeneity and correlations between the size of the throats on the evaporation rate and the various drying stages.
Despite extensive experimentation, the knowledge about factors that contribute to the phenomenon is still incomplete (Miri and Hellevang, 2016 ). The PN model provides a framework 17   897  898  899  900  901  902  903  904  905  906  907  908  909  910  911  912  913  914  915  916  917  918  919  920  921  922  923  924  925  926  927  928  929  930  931  932  933  934  935  936  937  938  939  940  941  942  943  944  945  946  947  948  949  950  951  952 to study salt precipitation under more complex conditions than what we have considered in this paper. In particular, the lithology of geological formations possesses complex chemistry that affects the wettability, which in turn influences not only salt precipitation, but also the drying behavior . Such effects will be included in the PN model, which we hope to report in the near future. 
